

**Academicus**

**In the name of Science**

Every time we mention the word “Science”, an inner debate, which very soon breaks the borders of our mental schemas, comes out, and becomes the dispute topic.

Why is science for and what is science for?

The hermetical vision of science, which in different ages of human story testified on how easily, we, humans, can create the mechanisms which suppress our nature, is challenged by the morality dimension of science as well as by the sentinel function and revealing mission science has in leading our lives in the paths of amelioration.

So, science for life, and as life is the wholeness of everything and the unification of all diversities, science has no meaning if it is not comprehensive, as a fidelity demonstration of its mission.

Academicus International Scientific Journal, 10 years ago, challenged itself and promised to challenge the scientific publication mindset, by becoming part of those who fully trust in the inter disciplinarily of research and analysis in Social Sciences and Humanities.

At the same time, by embracing a global vision on topics and in the geography of its contributions, Academicus become the preferred publication and scientific debate platform in which different generations of scientists and researchers met each other by establishing a continuum which accounts and meliorates, connects and empowers energies, efforts and outcomes.

On this purpose, the capability that Academicus developed and demonstrated in introducing the results of the researches of our authors to the worldwide academic community, by its presence on the most important scientific databases, as well as by being tangible and present in more than 40 universities libraries all over the world with its hard copies, has been a strong tool of identity and quality dimension indicator of the journal.

A great contribution of our illuminated Editorial Board, the scientific heritage they brought in to create the physiognomy of Academicus, as a needs fulfiller in the wide and global range of scientific publication, for those who seek for stable solutions in improving our lives and our world, by holding a comprehensive vision on our societies with all their components, while developing research in social sciences and humanities matters.
Our editors, reviewers, support staff, who broke all paradigms on how much and when to contribute, by placing Academicus first and the mission this journal undertook as the leitmotiv of their work.

The “chapeau” goes to our authors, who by their contributions and work created a great community in which the scientific debate and scientific confrontation, the synergies and the common sense developed, placed Academicus in the altar of contributors of its field. Wrote here the brilliant and one of the most well-known of the world sociologist, Franco Ferrarotti, who brought to our pages Weber and Piaget, Nietzsche, Veblen and Parsons, as well as he did with the Italians and Bourbons, economists who introduced for prime time in Academicus new models of economic development.

Topics dealing with the darkest size of human soul and mind, as racism and genocide, up to the creation of the ideal of the man, its extensions and institutions facing this ages dilemmas on state, nation, administrative and legal systems, diversity and policy making.

Solid reasons to be referred as primary source of expertise and research in sociology, economy, jurisprudence, communication and political science, for researchers and policy makers in South East and Central Europe issues, as well as a global view platform which operates as a place of meeting of different and distant cultures and realities, from Asia, to Africa, North and South America and more.

20 Issues in 10 years gave us a gratifying confirmation for our efforts, as we expect to give to our readers and to all the Academicus community for the second next decade of Academicus ISj, and other decades after that.
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